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Karate Basics
Analyzes karate techniques commonly preferred by contestants in sport bouts.
Explains the kinetic composition of individual fighting actions. Includes 340
photos, drawings, diagrams and tables. Appeals to karate sportsmen of all styles.
Master the techniques and warrior spirit of karate with this illustrated martial arts
guide. The true essence of karate-do is integrated training of the body, mind, and
spirit to fully achieve human potential. Karate: Technique and Spirit describes in
detail all the steps necessary to attain this goal. It is a book of Karate technique,
a guideline for training, and a patient exposition of moral philosophy. Kaicho
(grand master) Nakamura takes us from the basics—warmups, punches, blocks,
and kicks—to the advanced practice of traditional weapons and kumite (sparring),
all the while grounding the physical expression of this martial art in its rich history
and philosophy. With over 700 photos, Karate: Technique and Spirit vividly
conveys the essence of karate-do and how it can bring deeper meaning to our
daily lives. Chapters include: Foundations of Karate; Basics of Karate-Do;
Postures and Stances; Natural Weapons; Kata (Formal Exercises); Kumite
(Fighting) and more!
The Essential Karate Book is an illustrated, informative guide to the techniques,
philosophy and practice of karate With 20 chapters covering practically every
aspect of karate, this in-depth reference will assist students and instructors as
they plot their course through karate instruction, benefiting those at all levels. The
Essential Karate Book contains 200 diagrams mapping out moves, 300 color
photographs, and downloadable video, making it a comprehensive general karate
reference for Western audiences. Readers of this karate guide will learn about:
The origins and history of karate Required behavior, clothing and etiquette, as
well as the fundamentals of karate and the different styles that share them
Stances, blocks, strikes and kicks Preparing your body through warm ups,
stretching, and conditioning through karate-specific exercises Kata grading and
fighting (kumite) techniques and competition rules Martial arts weapons (kobudo),
and MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) applications The Essential Karate Book is a musthave for any martial arts enthusiast, from beginners to black belts!
Learn about the enormous benefits one can receive from consistent martial arts
training-physically, psychologically, and spiritually. Martial Arts Revealed reports
on issues that are critical to every person involved in the martial arts: What steps
should be taken to avoid a potential fight situation? Which factors affect the
psychosocial characteristics of children involved in martial arts? Are the martial
arts as safe as other mainstream sports activities? How can Tai Chi benefit the
elderly? At the same time, Martial Arts Revealed will outline some of the more
common challenges occurring today. For example, it will also address important
subtopics such as: The association between competitive martial artists and
eating disorders The problem of competing martial arts organizations Martial arts
rivalries Head injuries in highly competitive tournaments
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KARATE KUDOS
Tracy's Kenpo Karate
Martial Arts Basics
The History of Karate and the Masters Who Made It
SHOTOKAN KARATE-DO Basics with Personal Learning Journal and Learning
Plan

Shotokan Karate is one of the most effective forms of selfdefense but it is this area that is most ignored in traditional
Shotokan dojos. This modest manual is different from most
Shotokan Karate texts because it focuses on the self-defense
application of karate. Traditional Shotokan karate concentrates
on three primary areas. They are basics or Kihon, Kata or forms,
and sparring or kumite. The sparring may consist of five times
sparring, three times sparring, one time sparring, semi-free
sparring and free sparring. Self-defense training is seldom
practiced and this manual hopes to fill that gap for students of
Shotokan and other traditional styles of Karate. This manual
covers the basic principles of self-defense, use of force
factors in self-defense, simple and effective self-defense
techniques to counter arm grabs, body grabs, choke attacks,
punching and kicking attack counters, club attacks, knife
attacks, gun attacks, ground attacks and multiple attacker selfdefense techniques.
Are you ready to learn taekwondo, but don't know where to begin?
Are you intimidated by the unfamiliar terms or the flying kicks?
With Taekwondo Basics you'll become an expert in this martial
art in no time! With Taekwondo Basics you'll learn about: The
origins of taekwondo — philosophy, history, and different
branches of the martial art What really happens in a taekwondo
class — invaluable tips on choosing the right school, getting
ready for your first class, and basic training methods The
essential elements of the style — stances, blocks, hand and arm
strikes, and kicks How to complement your taekwondo training
with other conditioning exercises, such as running and biking
Effective ways to improve your technique through target
training, partner training, competitive training, free-sparring,
and more Resources that can help you further develop your
knowledge of and training in taekwondo Whether you're
considering taking up this martial art, or you've already
started, Taekwondo Basics offers an easy, yet comprehensive
introduction to taekwondo so that you can feel confident and be
successful in your practice.
Tracy Kenpo Karate Basics. No matter what system of Martial Arts
you study the basics are the foundation or the building blocks
of that art. The basics: where everything begins, and everything
ends. From the onset of training through Black Belt and beyond,
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everything comes back to basics. You can't practice them enough.
This manual will cover, stances, foot maneuvers, strikes,
blocks, kicks, falls, rolls and more. The author has over 25
years in the martial arts and holds a 5th degree Black Belt in
White Tiger Kenpo Jujits, 1st Black in Tracy Kenpo, Karate,
American Kenpo and Aiki Combat Jujitsu.
Fitness... Mapped! This book takes you inside the world of
martial arts on a fantastic journey of overall fitness. Karate
is a form of self-defence technique that requires a good balance
between the body and mind. The word ‘karate’ means playing
‘empty-handed’. So apart from physical power, one needs to learn
various playing tactics to have a cutting edge over the others.
Through this book, one can learn the basic ways of playing
karate and the rules governing it. The ‘Enjoy being a Karateka’
section covers a comprehensive research on Karate tactics, and
it is sufficient enough to make you understand the basic moves
and enjoy the game. ‘Youth’s choice of Karate’ section provides
insights about 21st-century expectations for a 360-degree
makeover. Discover karate, kata, kihon, kumite, food,
technology, career and much more through this book. Use the grid
system where every square content has a unique message
coordinating with the subject to ensure that your journey is
exciting, educative and fun. You can also use the websites to
expand your knowledge and motivate you towards healthy living.
The book also has amazing facts, texts, images, infographics,
statistics and theories, written and checked by experts. Draw
the progress and achievements of karate. The topics covered in
this book are Karate Fundamentals, Karate History, Fitness,
Karate Organisation and Karate Ingredients.
The Core Basics, Structure, & Essentials
Tracy Kenpo Karate Trainers Guide to the Basics
Ed Parker's Basic Fundamentals
Basics Manual
Basics. Vol. 1
Development, Lineages, and Philosophies of Traditional Okinawan
and Japanese Karate-do

A well placed kick can mean the difference between victory
and defeat in a fight! This illustrated guide to martial
arts kicks provides the reader with a wealth of information
on 89 different types of kicks from various styles. This
martial arts book features kicks from Karate, Muay Thai,
Taekwondo, Kung Fu, Kempo, Capoeira, Jeet Kune Do, and more.
In a self defense situation there is no room for defeat.
Readers will learn how to unleash a devastating barrage of
kicks to throw their opponents off guard and leave every
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match in victory. The Essential Book of Martial Arts Kicks
has one purpose: to help readers hone their kicking
proficiency so that they can readily deploy the most
powerful tool in the fighter's repertoire. It contains
contains thousands of photos and diagrams to show readers
exactly how to perform all of the 89 kicks inside this book.
Packed with full color photos, detailed diagrams and a
companion DVD featuring 50 of the most powerful kicks, this
book is required reading for every martial artist who wants
to sharpen and expand their kicking skills. You'll learn all
about: Front Kicks Side Kicks Roundhouse Kicks Back Kicks
Hook Kicks Crescent Kicks And many more!
From basic punches and blocks to training and
tournaments--everything you need to get stared in Karate
Introduces a martial art that helps the mind and body work
together and helps one defend oneself against an attacker.
This manual will go over the Tracy's Kenpo Basics to help
get you started on your first belt. It will cover the basic
stances, blocks, kicks and punches that you need to know as
well as falls, rolls and chokes which have been added to the
Tracy system. This will give you a solid foundation to start
your journey into Kenpo Karate. The author of this manual is
LeAnn Rathbone who has over 25 years in the martial arts and
holds a 4th degree Black Belt in White Tiger Kenpo Jujits,
1st Black in Tracy's Kenpo Karate and a Black Belt in Aiki
Combat Jujitsu. LeAnn's Instructor Shihan Jim Rathbone has
over 50 years in the Martial Arts is the Founder of White
Tiger Kenpo Jujits as well as holding a 2nd Degree Black
Belt in Tracy's Kenpo Karate under Al Tracy, A 3rd Degree
Black Belt in Aiki Combat Jujitsu and a Black Belt in
Japanese Goju - Ryu under Hanshi Lou Angel. Hanshi Angel was
Jeff Speakman's first instructor and sat on the promotion
board of Parker's American Kenpo Karate Association. For
more martial arts information visit our websites
WWW.DomoAji.Com
Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Martial Arts
For White Belts, Black Belts and All Karateka in Between
Aikido Basics
Filipino Martial Arts
SHOTOKAN KARATE: PRACTICAL COMBAT KARATE FOR THE STREET
Karate for Beginners
A manual on the offensive and defensive use of karate weapons-- the knife, the
yawara, the tonfa, the staff, the bo, the nunchaku, and the sai.
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Traditional Japanese Karate basics for Kids and Adults with your personal
learning journal and learning plan. Introduction to most common basic
techniques, related Japanese vocabulary, and the Dojo etiquette with clear
illustrations and explanations. This booklet will make the start of your Karate
journey a little bit easier and make you feel more at home at the Dojo from the
start. All, and much more that you need to know to start your journey.This
book and its content have been compiled in collaboration and under
supervision of qualified Karate teachers with an appropriate expertise and
experience following the pathway from ancient Okinawa through modern Japan
to the World. The purpose of this book is to familiarise you with the techniques
and support your learning at the Dojo under the supervision of qualified Martial
Art teachers with appropriate expertise and experience. Remember, safety
first, yours and others. Don't attempt any of the techniques without supervision
and advice from a qualified teacher as they might result in damage, cause
injury, or hurt.In today's World, 'Karate' and its practitioners form the largest
Martial Art family and one the largest Sports families in a world with estimated
100 million practitioners and it was also proudly introduced in Tokyo Olympics
2020.Welcome to World Karate Family!!!
Discusses the background and the current styles and modes of this ancient
discipline. Also describes the basic techniques, exercises, and the necessary
preparation and training.
Are you ready to learn karate, but don't know where to begin? Are you
intimidated by the unfamiliar terms of the powerful punches? With Karate
Basics you'll become an expert in this martial art in no time! With Karate
Basics you'll learn: The origins of karate—philosophy, history, and different
branches of the martial art What really happens in a karate class—invaluable
tips on choosing the right school, getting ready for your first class, and basic
training methods The essential elements of the style—stances, blocks, thrusts
and strikes, punches, and kicks How to complement your karate training with
sparring drills and kata Effective ways to successfully progress in
karate—creating a training program, testing for belt promotion, and an
overview of competitions and tournaments Resources that can help you further
develop your knowledge of and training in karate Whether you're considering
taking up this martial art, or you've already started, Karate Basics offers an
easy, yet comprehensive introduction to everything you need to know to feel
confident and be successful in your practice.
Benefits, Problems, and Solutions
The Art of Tang Soo Do
Thai Boxing
89 Kicks from Karate, Taekwondo, Muay Thai, Jeet Kune Do, and Others
(Downloadable Media Included)
SHOTOKAN KARATE-DO Basics with a Personal Learning Plan and Journal
A Guide from White to Black Belt Basics
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JINDOKAI KARATE-DO EDITION. Karate Basics for Kids and Adults with your personal Karate
Journal and Learning Planner . Introduction to most common basic techniques, related vocabulary,
and Dojo etiquette with clear illustrations and explanations. This booklet will make the start of your
Karate journey a little bit easier and make you feel more at home at the Dojo from the start. All, and
much more that you need to know to start your journey. This book and its content have been compiled
in collaboration and under supervision of qualified Karate teachers with an appropriate expertise and
experience following the pathway from ancient Okinawa through modern Japan to the World. The
purpose of this book is to familiarise you with the techniques and support your learning at the Dojo
under the supervision of qualified Martial Art teachers with appropriate expertise and experience.
Remember, safety first, yours and others. Don’t attempt any of the techniques without supervision
and advice from a qualified teacher as they might result in damage, cause injury, or hurt. In today’s
World, ‘Karate’ and its practitioners form the largest Martial Art family and one the largest Sports
families in a world with estimated 100 million practitioners and it was also proudly introduced in
Tokyo Olympics 2020. Welcome to World Karate Family!!!
Filipino Martial Arts – The Core Basics, Structure & EssentialsFilipino Martial Arts - The Core
Basics, Structure & Essentials is an epic, one of a kind, work. In this book Prof. Anderson covers and
fully explains all the principles and concepts that govern not only Filipino Martial Arts but all martial
arts. This book will increase your understanding of your martial art immensely. Prof. Anderson goes
over and fully explains principles and concepts of fighting including Monitoring (attack recognition),
Timing, Structure, Alignment, Distancing as well as Dueling & Combat Training and much, much
more. This book has an accompanying video that is over 3 1/2 hours long and fully illustrates the
motion applications of the contents contained in the book of the same name. The video footage also
contains instruction not found in the book (available at www.danandersonkarate.com). There has
never been a video like this on the market!
Get your aikido training off to a great start—from basic footwork and throws to training and
demonstrations. This martial arts guide is a perfect introduction to aikido for beginners. Are you
ready to learn aikido, but don't know where to begin? Are you intimidated by the unfamiliar terms or
the powerful aikido techniques? With Aikido Basics you'll become an expert in this Japanese martial
art in no time! Whether you are considering taking up this martial art, or you've already started, this
aikido book offers an easy, yet comprehensive introduction to everything you need to know to feel
confident and be successful. You'll learn about: The origins of aikido—philosophy, history and
different styles What really happens in an aikido class—invaluable tips on choosing the right school,
getting ready for your first class, and basic training methods The essential elements—stances, strikes,
grabs, throws, and pins How to complement your aikido training—ki exercises, multiple-person
training, and freestyle exercises Effective ways to succeed in aikido—create a training program, test
for belt promotion, and participate in competitions and tournaments Resources—help further develop
your aikido training
A fun and accessible introduction to studying karate—designed specifically with the interests and
capabilities of young martial artists in mind. First-time martial arts students are not just starting a
program of physical and mental practice. They are entering a new world—one that not only has new
rules, new goals, and even new clothing—but that also offers them lots of new opportunities for fun
and accomplishment. Karate for Kids will help prepare kids to start learning about karate and help
them practice at home. It includes thorough introductions to the history and philosophy of the
techniques, what to expect in the first few classes, how to warm up and practice, and advice on setting
goals. With over 75 full-color illustrations, including 40 clearly diagrammed karate exercises, along
with lots of fun facts and informative sidebars written in kid-friendly, jargon-free language, this is the
perfect introduction for the younger martial artist.
Basics of Techniques and Tactics
A Fresh Look at Mind-body-spirit Interpretation
Modern Sports Karate
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Essential Karate Book
Karate
In Search of the Mind

A guide to karate offers advice on physical and mental preparation, what to
expect inside the dojo, and how the grading system works along with a training
regime and step-by-step instructions on stances, strikes, punches, blocks, kicks,
and sparring.
This book is a thesis with research done on the Fundamental Basics of Ed
Parker's American Kenpo Karate as taught at the Lacerte's Kenpo Karate
Academy. This shows a breakdown of what the Basics of Kenpo contain and
when and where they are taught. This will be a Color-coded Manual that will
enable you to find the Basic Technique, Form, Set, and Freestyle that the author
is describing for the particular fundamental so that the reader may utilize the
Lacerte's Kenpo Karate Academy's Instructor's Master Text Manuals in doing
more research of your own to enhance your understanding of the Basics.
Introduces the art of karate, discussing workout space, clothing, safety, nutrition,
related rituals and exercises, and the stances, punches, kicks, and blocks.
This book will teach you everything you always wanted to know about martial
arts. By martial art usually is meant aikido, arnis, boxing, capoeria, chow gar,
choy la fut, hapkido, hsing'i, hun gar, jeet kune do, jow gar, judo, jujitsu, karate,
kempo, kick boxing, krav maga, Kung Fu , pa kua, penjak silat, praying mantis,
savate, shaolin, tae kwon do, tai chi, white crane, ving tsun, wu shu and more! As
you can see the list is long and it is actually very promising how many combat
arts systems there are and how many methods of self-defense can be formulated.
Traditional Korean Karate Basics
Everything You Need to Get Started in Kung Fu - from Basic Kicks to Training
and Tournaments
Karate Basics
Jeet Kune Do Basics
Essential Book of Martial Arts Kicks
Karate for Kids

This book sets out to answer various questions asked by young people
about karate through illustrated short stories. It covers 40 basic techniques
and explains in basic terms how to perform each movement.
"Simple text and full-color photographs introduce beginning readers to the
sport of karate. Developed by literacy experts for students in grades two
through five"--Provided by publisher.
The Biggest Martial Arts Lesson of All is a massive 10 volume exploration
into the martial arts. It was written by Al Case, 8th degree Black Belt with
over 50 years experience.The ten volume set includes 800 chapters, 1500
pages, on ALL the things learned in a career spanning five decades.Simply,
there is MORE knowledge here than in ANY other work on the martial arts.
This book, Volume Two, deals with the basics of the martial arts, and
includes sections on:StancesPunchesKicksOver 60 chapters in this book,
including...What Went Wrong with the Shotokan Karate Stance (Kokutsu
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Dachi)The Secret Of Chi Power Through The Horse StanceThe Ancient
Method for Creating an Iron Grip with Karate!The Deadly Power Punch
Technique From Korean Karate!How to Have Totally Quick Hands in the
Martial Arts!Hitting Harder and Faster the Scientific Way!Five Points that
will Give you the Best Karate Strike in the world!Supercharging For The
Most Powerful Punch!A Hard Punch in Karate: Steel Finger Martial Arts
ExercisesHow to Knock Somebody Out With One Punch...Kung Fu
StyleThe Hardest Punch hits the Home Run!The Four Funniest Karate
Knock Outs I have ever SeenA Powerful Punch that is Better Than a
Shotgun Blast to the Face!How to Knock Out PeopleThe Secret of Three
Depths in Striking!Martial Arts Breaking Techniques: Boards with a Single
FingerMad Monkey Kung Fu and the Hardest Fist in the World!The Cruel
Trap Of The Martial Arts And Fah JingGenerating Fa Jing Using the Three
Motors of Neutronic Theory in the Martial ArtsThe Real Secret of the Dim
Mak Kung Fu Death TouchThe Hard Punch of Flux Theory is Really an
Empty StrikeThe Truth About Power Kick Strategies In KarateThe Three
Things that Make the Most Powerful Kick in the Universe!Knock an
Elephant Over with Good Martial Arts Kicks!Karate Kick Harder with These
Seven Simple TipsThe Fastest, Hardest Kick In The Martial ArtsStumbling
Across Chi Energy in a KickSecrets of the Pop Kick!The Sneakiest Hardest
Kick That Always WorksThe Hardest Hit in the World...and My
Revenge!Proving that the Martial Arts are not a ScienceThe Glory of
Breaking Boards with your Head in KarateAnd a LOT more!The ten volumes
include:Vol 1 ~ OriginsVol 2 ~ BasicsVol 3 ~ FormsVol 4 ~ FightingVol 5 ~
WeaponsVol 6 ~ Kung FuVol 7 ~ Chi PowerVol 8 ~ MatrixingVol 9 ~
NeutronicsVol 10 ~ Odds and EndsThis truly is The Biggest Martial Arts
Lesson of All, and it is guaranteed that you will NEVER find another
collection of pure, unique martial arts knowledge.Read it...and you will have
50 years of martial arts knowledge!
Karate BasicsTuttle Publishing
Martial Arts Revealed
KARATE - WELCOME TO THE DOJO. Extended Journal Edition
Kung Fu Basics
Biggest Martial Art 2
The Complete Book of Karate Weapons
Learning SHOTOKAN way of martial arts
Get your training off to a great start—from basic kicks to practice and tournaments—this
book is a perfect introduction to kung fu for beginners. It's everything you need to get started
in kung fu! Whether you are considering taking up this martial art, or you've already started,
Kung Fu Basics offers an easy, yet comprehensive introduction to everything you need to know
to feel confident and be successful. You'll learn about: The origins of kung fu—philosophy,
history and different styles What happens in a kung fu class—invaluable tips on choosing the
right school, getting ready for your first class, and basic training methods The essential
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elements of the style—stances, footwork, kicks, and hand techniques, with tips on common
mistakes and how to get the most power out of each move Drill and conditioning
exercises—exercises to compliment your training Practical ways to improve your kung fu
technique—traditional teaching advice of Chinese masters Resources—help further develop
your knowledge and understanding of kung fu
Part of a newMartial Arts Basicsseries of illustrated paperbacks designed to provide clear,
expert advice for students of the most popular martial arts disciples. Each title in the series is
written by a highly qualified master/teacher. The double-page spreads display clear step-bystep instructions for common techniques to aid in personalized practice sessions - making these
books the ideal training supplement. Thai Boxing is a dynamic martial art that uses hands,
feet, elbows and knees to overcome an opponent. Enjoyed by all ages and abilities, its popularity
is now soaring around the world. Thai Boxing: Martial Arts Basicsis packed with practical
advice and information on what this exciting martial art has to offer, training at a club, the
grading system, and the competition side of the sport. Contents include: * Stances/Guards *
Punches * Elbow and Knee Strikes and Kicks * Blocks * Grappling
A concise yet comprehensive history of traditional Okinawan and Japanese karate, with
biographies of the great karate masters This concise-yet-comprehensive history of traditional
Okinawan and Japanese karate includes authoritative biographies of the great karate masters
of the past and the philosophical issues they faced as karate changed and evolved. Bringing a
fresh understanding to the study of the martial arts, Mark I. Cramer dispels many of the oftenrepeated martial-arts myths as he details the lineages of the modern styles of karate and
describes the social, cultural, and political events that influenced them. While most books
focus on a single style of karate or the biography of just one of the great teachers, this book
offers a well-researched and detailed overview. By bringing all of this knowledge together in
one volume, Cramer—an award-winning inductee into the USA Karate Federation’s Hall of
Fame—fills a crucial gap.
Karate Basics for Kids and Adults. Introduction to basic techniques, related vocabulary, and
Dojo etiquette with clear illustrations and explinations. This booklet will make the start of your
Karate journey a little bit easier and make you feel more at home at the Dojo from the start.
All, and much more you need to know to start and keep record of your journey. This book and
its content have been compiled in collaboration and under supervision of qualified Karate
teachers with an appropriate expertise and experience following the pathway from ancient
Okinawa through modern Japan to the World. The purpose of this book is to familiarise you
with the techniques and support your learning at the Dojo under the supervision of qualified
Martial Art teachers with appropriate expertise and experience. Remember, safety first, yours
and others. Don't attempt any of the techniques without supervision and advice from a
qualified teacher as they might result in damage, cause injury, or hurt. In today's World,
'Karate' and its practitioners form the largest Martial Art family and one the largest Sport
families in a world with estimated 100 million practitioners. It was proudly introduced in
Tokyo Olympics 2020. Welcome to World Karate family!!!
Basics
Karate Technique & Spirit
Karate for children
Black Belt
Everything You Need to Get Started in Jeet Kune Do - from Basic Footwork to Training and
Tournaments
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Some Basics about Karate
"Martial Arts Basics" is the most comprehensive book on martial arts that has
been published, and a must read for every martial arts practitioner and anyone
contemplating learning a martial art. There is a plethora of books on each of
the different martial arts, but "Martial Arts Basics" brings this mountain of
information into one readable textbook. Dr. Gotay integrates history, training
protocols, sporting vs. self defense aspects, and philosophies that serve as the
bedrock many of the martial arts presented in each chapter. He does this for
each of the eighteen martial arts from around the world which he writes about.
In the appendices he highlights additional forms of martial arts not described in
the main chapters. The book also provides course outlines for credit bearing
college martial arts courses crafted and taught by Dr. Gotay. The contributors,
who are all pioneers and leading authorities in their respective Martial Arts,
give "Martial Arts Basics" additional credibility and life. This text is well
written and organized in a way that makes it easy for the reader to follow.
Review by Dr. Carlos Molina, black belt ranked in judo and karate and a former
champion college competitor in wrestling, judo, and karate. Dr. Molina has
designed and taught college martial arts courses and coached martial arts
teams. He is Vice President of the Division of Continuing Education and
Workforce Development at Hostos Community College in New York City. The
author, Dr. Gotay has a long history as an instructor in police tactics, boxing,
judo, and karate. He is a former Commanding Officer of the Physical Education
Unit of the New York City Police Department and is presently an Associate
Professor at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice in the City University of
New York.
This useful and informative book offers a detailed overview of Jeet Kune Do
practice while explaining the specific moves readers will need to perfect their
techniques. As a foundation, the book recalls the origination of Jeet Kune Do —
the philosophy, history, and different styles of the martial art. This
introduction gives readers an important reference point on how the practice
evolved. From there, the book explains how to choose a school, taking readers
through their first class including the etiquette and dress requirements. The
essential elements of the style — stances, footwork, upper body and lower body
techniques, and grappling are all well represented and defined. Building upon
this solid groundwork, the book informs readers of the five ways of attack,
including the single direct attack, the attack by combination, the progressive
indirect attack, the attack by drawing, and the hand immobilization attack.
Fighting instructions include the tactical considerations of Jeet Kune Do
practice such as defenses, counterattacks, and sparring. The book concludes
with a comprehensive list of resources to help students further develop their
knowledge of and training in Jeet Kune Do. Thorough compact and easy-toread, this book gives readers everything they'll need to start their practice of
this critical fighting art.
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular
monthly magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by
providing them with information about every style of self-defense in the world
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- including techniques and strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and
markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books and videos including many about
the works of Bruce Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
From Olympic Sports to Self-Defense Systems
Taekwondo Basics
KARATE - WELCOME TO THE DOJO. JINDOKAI KARATE-DO
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